Aim: to produce a poster, leaflet or PowerPoint presentation showing ways of reducing the impacts of either: pandemics, earthquakes or climate change.

Task:
- For this activity, you will need to use the cards from the “Flashpoint problems and solutions” activity and your own research.
- You need to choose a flashpoint: pandemics (swine flu), earthquakes or climate change as your topic.
- Produce a poster, leaflet or PowerPoint presentation showing ways of reducing the impact of your chosen flashpoint.

Content:
Include an introduction to your topic, the problems and the possible solutions. Make sure you have enough information and appropriate pictures/graphics to include. Below are some useful research links to get you started:

Research links:

**Pandemics (Swine Flu)**
- DirectGov – swine flu everything you need to know
- YouTube – swine flu add
- Daily Mail – Airline passengers and swine flu
- BBC News – child flu jabs ‘protect everyone’

**Earthquakes**
- Flight Global – Calling all Choppers: Japan’s emergency service needs more helicopters
- The Disaster Centre
- Central US earthquake consortium – ‘What is a building code?’
- The Asia-Pacific Journal – Japan Focus

**Climate change**
- Climate Change North – Global Impacts of Climate Change
- BBC – Global Climate Change
- Lookoutlearning – Climate change quiz
- Small Farmers Big Change
- BBC – the affects of climate change on wildlife

**What should I include?**
Make sure your work is eye-catching and well presented, but should have a balance of text and pictures. You should also try and include the key words below within your text.

adapt  prepare  educate  change  develop  relocate
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